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1 ABSTRACT

The factors involved in selecting propulsion stages to give

minimum costs for future space-based transportation systems are out-
lined. A parametric procedure is described for selecting such min-

imum cost vehicles and applied to generalized and specific (lunar

exploration and geostationary transfer) missions. The results sug-

1 gest the different regimes wherein reusable and expendable vehicles

(or mixes thereof) in single- or two-stage versions should give min-
1" imum costs. The results also show that for preferred configurations

the costs of space transportation are essentially proportional to

earth-to-orbit costs.
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J NOMENCLATURE

AV velocity increments, fps

EOS earth-to-orbit shuttle

I fps feet per second

'F klb kilopound

OCPM operating cost per missionr OOS orbit-to-orbit shuttle

TPC total transportation program costs

El expendable first stage (or single scage)

E2 expendable second stage

'R1 reusable first stage (or single stage)

I R2 reusable second stage

I Rl + 2DT reusable stage with two expendable drop tanks

ElR2' expendable first stage plus reusable second stage, with
the second stage used only on the return tripI

ElR2 As per code above, using equal propellant weights in
ElE2 each stage (except as noted in the text). This defini-
RlR2 tion generally gives minimum total development costs
RlE2 within the assumptions made.
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I. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

I1 •A space-vehicle design procedure-involving empirical weight and
k cost relationships has been doveloped which permits investigation of

a wide range of the variables that will be involved in the optimiza-
I tion of future space ýransportation systems. This procedure has been

utilized to suggest preferred configurations and sizes for three

classes of potential space-based* vehicles: the first, a class of
generalized cargo-.carbying vehicles, delivering payload one way to

I arbitrary velocities; the second, a class encompassing vehicles that
might be considered for a lunar manned exploration mission with pay-

loadreturn each flight; and the third, a class involving vehicles

for one-way geostationary missions. The study is arbitrarily limited

to configurations that involve no more than two stages and two pro-

-Jpulsion modules. The analyses emphasize arbitrary, fairly large pay-

loadý delivery programs, and cost, weight, and performance factors

which imply some Improvements over the current state of the art.

"The results for the generalized cargo-carrying vehicles suggest

the regimes that exist wherein various staging and stage reuse condi-

tions should give minimum coUt• In genera'., higher earth orbital

r shuttle (EOS) costs (i 1.e.; cost cf de!.lvery *o earth orbit) and higher

AV requirements make partially or totally expendable vehicles if -reas-

i "ngly attractive compared to fully reusable vehicles. In essence, the

costs of delivering the propellant (necessary to bring the stage back)

Space-basing here implies availability of orbital facilities for
propellant storage and vehicle servicing, and hence constant spe-

U cific delivery costs (i.e., per pound) to orbit rather than con-
stant per-flight costs to earth orbit for all payloads up to some
vehicle capacity,

1
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1:
j become greater than th': stage is worth. Single-stage reusable vehicles

are attractive in the lower velocity regime, approximately up to escape

velocity or about 10,000 ft/sec above orbital. Above this velocity,

two-stage reusable vehicles, partially expendable or mixed reusable-
expendable vehicles, and expendable vehicles would, in turn, be the

respective preferred configuration. At extreme velocities (beyond
about 30,000 ft/sec above orbital), two-stage expendable vehicles

.;hS '-Qd be utilized for minimum cost. Reusable vehicles will be pre-

ferred to higher velocities than indicated if the hardware costs ex-

ceed those predicted herein. operating costs of reusable systems are

almost directly proportional to EOS delivery costs, and thus, in con-
S~trast with expendable systems, are largely independent of uncertainties

in hardware cost corrtlations; the operating costs of reusable systems,

r however, are sensitive to weight uncertainties, particularly for dif-

j, ficult missions. The greater development costs of reusable systems

relative to expendable systems will lead to a preference for expendable
systems (where acceptable) in programs involving only a siaUl number of

flights.

The lunar exploration study considered the problem of vehicle

size optimization in the presence of an unknown total program. It was

found that, assuming 10,000 lb is to be returned each trip t'rom the

lunar surface, and assuming a nominal NASA goal of $100/lb as an EOS

I cost, a combination of an earth-orbit-to-lunar.orbit transfer vehicle

and a lunar lander delivering about 60,000 lb (58,000 lb was selected)

to the surface would be appropriate on a minimum totol transportation

program cost basis for a manned lunar exploration program. A two-

1 stage reusable vehicle (coupled with a lunar lander) involves the

.• Ilowest costs for this mission, but a single-stage reusable (with free-

return rendezvous) or a reusable stage with drop tanks (lunar-orbit

j rendezvous) is only modestly (less than 15%) more expensive, and mi..ght

have higher reliability. It was noted that for manned lunar explora-

tion, the free-return rendezvous option involves slightly lower costs

than the more conventional lunar-orbit rendezvous, and may be of in-

U terest from an operational standpoint.

2



j For the geostationary mission, if part of a large program, it

1 was again concluded that there is generally a cost advantage, at

Sr $100/lb EOS cost, to the use of two-stage reusable vehicles over
other configurations. As is the case in the other missions, however,

other configurations have other advantages. The single-stage ex-

pendable vehicle, for example, although of the order of 10% higher

in operating costs, would be considerably smaller and simpler than

any reusable configuration.

Substantial cost penalties are involved in the use of vehicles

oversized for a particular payload desired. This observation sug-

gests that vehicles should be sized toward the small end of the pay-

load spectrum, and clusters of vehicles used when needed to accel-

erate large payloads.

1 The study also considered the advantages of advanced propulsion

for volume-uncon!,trained space-based systems on a purely economic

basis, i.e., without considering possible advantages to the EOS sys-

tem that result from the greater average propellant density of ad-

T vanced systems over present systems. On this limited basis, while

advanced propulsion systems are more attractive for reusablq vehicles

than for expndable vehicles, the small operating cost savings make

the rather high development costs difficult to justify.

The study also demonstrates that for preferred configurations the

operating costs of space transportation systems are almost proportional

to earth-to-orbit costs. Achievement of low cost to earth orbit is

]j thus clearly the key to low-cost space transportation. If $100/lb to

earth orbit can be achieved, extensive lunar exploration, for example,

becomes economically feasible.

3
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S] II. IRTRODUCTION

The coming generation of vehicles for space transportation will,
according to plan, include some form of earth-to-orbit shuttle (EOS),

•I capable of delivering payloads to low earth orbit at low cost and,

very likely, some additional space stage, perhaps an orbit-to-orbit

j shuttle (OOS), for carrying out higher energy missions. The EOS has,

as its obiective, the capability to deliver payload to low earth orbit

"1' at low cost, with $100/lb a nominal goal (based on 1969 figures of

$5,000,000 per launch carrying 50,000 lb to orbit). However, due to

Ir •questions of total and peak annual funding, the EOS design at the

time of writing (October 1971) is in a state of flux, so that any

additional staging designed to supplement it is necessarily even less

firmly fixed.

The EOS and OOS, in various forms, have been the objects of num-

erous studies (as examples, Refs. 1-9) with the greatest emphasis on

the EOS. Most 00S studies have been in two broad categories: the

first for vehicles in the 50,000-lb-gross-weight class associated

with specific cargo bay limitations of hypothetical EOS vehicles;

V and the second for much larger vehicles (in the 300,000-lb class)

often utilizing nuclear propulsion. To some degree these OOS studies

have been "point" designs, or at least of limited scope in a parametric

sense.

Because of the above considerations, and in view of the highly

tentative nature of future space stages, it was decided to approach

the problem of space transportation systems design in a purely para-

metric way recognizing the importance of costs and illustrating with

examples certain aspects of such systems that may impact on system'1 ~ 4



selection. In carrying out the work, in order to remove any con-

straints associated with cargo-bay and weight-carrying capabilities

I of the still undefined EOS vehicles, it was assumed that the space

transportation system would be "space-based," which implies orbital
I facilities for propellant storage, vehicle repair and assembly, and•|.

space ?"garages" for long-term meteoroid protection.* On this basing

assumption, more than one EOS flight might be required for a single

flight of the space transportation system. Furthermore, on any flight

]I of the EOS, an excess weight-carrying capacity could normally be used

to carry propellant or other material to orbit for storage. Thus a

- reasonable parameter to be used here for earth-to-orbit costs (which

has considerable significance in the total cost picture) is a specific

cost (in dollars/lb) rather than a quantized per-flight total cost,

.1i as might be more reasonable for a ground-based system.

It should, perhaps, be pointed out that the first space stages to

be used in connection with an EOS will likely be ground-based rather

than space-based; i.e., they will, if reusable, be returned to earth

I" after each use rather than being refueled in orbit. Examination of

space-based stages is worthwhile, however, Eince the considerations in-

volved do npact on shuttle design; e.g., if a two-stage space veliclc

"is found to be preferable for fiture space missions, the EOS cargo bay

should have a greater length to oiameter ratio than would be the case

if the preferred spe'e vehicle were to involve a single stage. Com-

patibility with bc~h types of basing is desired. Gregory (Ref. 9)

Smakes the point that space staging considerations should enter into

EOS design. The design of the space stage and the EOS is clearly an

iterative process.

The material that follows reports on several aspects of the ef-

I fort. Section III is a discussion of the general problem, particularly

"EOS costs" herein thus include any in-orbit assembly costs and in-
orbit transfer losses. Possible differences in assembly costs between
reusable and expendable systems are not considered.
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Sl'with regard to factors affecting cost. Section IV outlines the com--.

putational procedures and discusses certain parameters/'that are crit-

1 "ical to stage performance. Section V presents th6 results of the
ii several mission studies that have been 6hosen *as being representative

of future missions of interest. Some concluding comments'are qffered
in Section VI.

The mission studies are intended to illustrate applications of

the techniques developed and, while preliminary in nature, to be of

interest in their own right. Three missions were studied:

1 1. An unmanned cargo-carrying mission of arbitrary AV require-

ment with no payload return requirement. Here the object is

j. to show the effects of various parameters, on cost, and to

indicate regimes of EOS cost-AV requirement where different

configurations are most attractive on a cost basis.

2. A lunar exploration mission ýhere payload is to "e returned

each trip; the problem is to -select perferred configurations

and optimum vehicle size.

3. A geostationary mission, without.phyload, return requizement,

in which the costs and certain other aspects 1of various con-

figurations are considered.

SA number of technological questions are explored along with the

various mission studies.

As the mission study is purely parametfic and intended to be• in-

ternally consistent, no review of previous studies or' of the applica-

"bility of existing stages (CENTAUR, BURNER II, and AGENA) is atc-mpted.

Some studies on existing stages have been done elsewhere (Ref. 8).

In minimized R&D costs systems, however, the use of an existing 02 /H2

engine (the RLlO-A-3-3*) is considered, as it appears to be in a thrust

regime of interest. The study considers only 02 /H2 and P2/H2 as pro-

pellants; nuclear propulsion (not considered here) was the subject of

a previous paper (Ref. 3). Vehicles with a single stage, with one stage

""Hereinafter referred to as "current" 02/1H2 .

6I
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and propellant drop tanks, and with two stages ar& considered; how-

d ever, in the two-stage studies, no more than two propulsion nmodules

(i.e., no parallel clustering) are considered.

While this study considers some dffects of changes in costs, it
will give, emphasist to the nominal 1969 NASA g6al of $100/lb to orbit.

J This may be unrealistic for some of the interim vehicles now being

considered, but this figure (100 1969 .dollars) may noý bý a bad one

for use in considering space-based vehicles that will not be in use

for a decade or more. Becaulse of theuncertainties involved and to be

"consis::ent with a previous study (Rqf. 3), no attempt was made to're-

vise a cost nhodel expressed in 1969 dollars. Dikcounting and sched-

Uling were not considered.

No consideration is given to the cost of payloads in the examples

reported; if payload costs coulA *e defined, it would be a relatively

easy matter -to incluU suchn ....-s in. the oomputer program developed.

"Tradeoff between expendable and reusable systems would be affected by

"payload costs, but mis~ioq-dependent factors womld need to be consid-

ered carefully.

a . I
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f III. DISCUSSION

A. SPACE TRANSPORTATION COST FACTORS AND SELECTION OF OPTIMUM
CONFIGURATIONS

Two broad classes of cost are of concern here: total transporta-

tion program costs and operating costs. Total transportation program

costs include all necessary additional R&D costs as well as total

j operating costs from program initiation through some specified number

of flights. Operating costs on the other hand are computed assuming

"I all R&D costs are sunk, and the only expenditures necessary are those

to buy the required number c,f designated, previously developed ve-

hicles and to carry out the desired number of flights. Total trans-

portation program costs are of primary interest to the original de-

veloper; operating costs are of primary interest to a secondary user.

There are many variables affecting cost and these interact dif-

ferently for different missions and programs. In general, if payload,

]I mission, and number of missions are specified, one can select a con-

figuration, propulsion system, etc., which will minimize the total

cost associated with that number of missions for that payload. This

configuration may still not be the preferred system, for this minimum

j in total program cost mighv well be achieved by doing a minimum of

R&D, and the resultant system may have significantly higher operating

costs than one with higher R&D costs and r.iay not meet other criteria

which are less easy to nuantify, such as reliability or growth potential.

R&D costs, in general, are determined by the state of technology

available and/or desired for the components, by the complexity of the

mission(s), and by .he size of vehicle required. The size of vehicleI
required is, in turn, dependent on the divisibility of the total pay-

load that must be transported. Supplies and propellants for a moon

I
U . . . . ..
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colony would appear to be subdividable in delivery to orbit whereas

a large telescope, for example, might not be.

J Operating costs are affected by the earth-to-orbit costs, and by
checkout, refurbishment, and other costs. Operating costs are also

affected by the specific impulse of the propellants, by the staging

used, by what parts are reused, and by what parts are expended, etc.

Operating costs per unit of payload usually decrease with vehicle

size, and R&D costs increase with vehicle size, so that an optimum

size exists giving minimum total transportation program, costs with

arbitrarily subdividable payloads.

1~ The mission itself affects costs, with costs increasing as a:1 Tfunction of total energy requirement as well as trip time, the latter
factor entering into insulation (boil-off) and meteoroid protection

reouirements. Payload return requirements obviously affect costs, as

twice the velocity requirement is involved in a round-trip mission as

"j in a one-way mission. Manned systems, besides having obviously greater

redundancy and reliability requirements, thus involve substantial pen-

alties which must be compensated for by other factors.

Costs, either total program or operating, can be studied as a

1' function of any or all of the many variables such as AV requirement,

payload size, total program size, state of techrology, confiquration,

expendability, and so forth. All of these will be touched on in the

material that follows. However, there is one aspect of the problem

that seems to be of particular interest: the question of reusability

versus expendability; this point will be discussed in the next section

arid given special emphasis in the results.

B. REUSABILITY VERSUS EXPENDABILITY--SOME QUALITATIVE ARGUMENTS

j It may be helpful to understand the results to be presented in

discussing qualitatively the way reusability affects costs.

I Superficially, reuse of expensive space-based stages would gen-

erally appear to be attractive. Only propellants and payload would

I need to be brought to earth orbit in each new mission by the EOS (once

9
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1 ithe stage itself is in orbit) and the cost of the stage would be

"written off over a large number of missions. In contrast, if an ex-

pendable stage is used, the stage (or its components) in addition to
the payload and all propellants must be carried to orbit before each
mission, and the full cost of the space-based st~re must be charged
to each flight. The problem becomes more complicated on examination,
however. First (and dominating the comparison), in order to reuse a

stage, enough additional propellant (over and above that required for
the expendable stage) must be carried toearth orbit to bring the

SI empty reusable stage back and to accelerate the return-leg propellart

to the same velocity as the payload itself. Propellant in orbit is
expensive, its effective cost being at least as great ($100 or more

A per pound) as the EOS delivery costs (the propellant cost itself is

nearly negligible and boil-off and transfer losses in low earth orbit

are ignored here). Clearly, as mission AV's are increased, at som'e

puoit it will be found that it cost more to haul the extra propellant

to orbit than will be saved by recovery of the hardware. Furthermore,
the reusable stage, which is larger for a given payload and has a

"I longer life renuirement, will cost more for development than will the
expendable stage, adding a penalty in terms of total transportation

program costs. In addition, only a small number of reusable !Lagns

will be required for a large number of missions, so that the manu--

facture of such stages is at a point much nearer to first unit cost

on the "learning curve" than is the case with expendable stages after
the same number of flights. There are other factors that penalize

the reusable stage also, such as a requirement for greater component

life, more meteoroid and insulation protection, etc.

I The reader is referred to the article by Gregory (Ref. 9) for a

further illustration of the relative merits (i.e., operating costs,
in his case) of reusability and at least partial expendability.

1
I
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IV. COMtTATION PROCEDURES AND PERFOMIANCE PARAMETERS

A. GENERAL

This section describes the procedure by which the computaticns

are made, and some general performance parameters. Section V describes

the study procedure for the missions examined, including the baseline

conditions assumed, and gives the results.

The problem here is to determine how much vehicles of different
"configurations, all performing the same mission, would weigh and cost,

"and how these relative costs would be affected by changes in the ýon-

- trolling parameters. In doing so, the basic rrcket design equation,

AV = Ii~gclnRi, is utilized, wherein AV is the total mission velocity

- including losses, Ii is the specific impulse in stage i, gc is the

WX units conversion constant, and Ri is the ratic of vehicle weight, in-

cluding payload, at the beginning and end of stage i burn. The inert

weight associated with a given type of stage (as shown later in Fig. 2)

varies in a complex way with propellant weight and volume. The prob-

lem requires iterative solution, for the velocit.y losses depend on

thrust-to-weight ratio, which here varies stepwise as the number of

engines change, and the vehicle inert weights vary nonlinearly with

propellant mass and volume. Other, more subtle effects, such as boil-

off losses, must be included in sonte cases, as in moon exploration

missions. Where more than one stage is involved, the problem is

further influenced by the staging ratio assumed.

3 The iterative solution process utilizes open-form weight rela-

tions. An initial guess is made assuming a propellant weight. From

this, and an input thrust-to-weighi requirement, total inert weights

are determined. Given these data, and the input payload, specific

I impulse and AV requirement, a new propellant weight is calculated from

11
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the rocket equation (i.e., the amount of propellant needed to give the

required R), and the process repeated until a stable solution is found.
Once the vehicle is sized, the vehicle is costed using cost correla-

tions to give the total transportation program and operating costs for

the number of flights considered. Learning curves (90%) are applied

•I to purchased hardware in determining operating costs. Suboptimiza-
tion is necessary to select thrust-to-weight; lcwer thrust-to-weight

*• involves lower engine weights and costs but higher AV losses. The
various weight and cost relationships used in the iterative design and

. ]costing program are appended. These relationshipt have been built up
over the past 6 years for use primarily in reusable launch vehicler [studies (Refs. 1,2).

Velocity (or gravity) loss correlations were generated in an

earlier paper from detailed kinematic calculations (Ref. 3) for geo-
Sstationary and lunar orbit missions. As the data at escape velocity

agreed well with prior published data (Ref. 10), the latter data wereI used to extend loss estimate correlations to velocities beyond escape.

Guidance weights and costs are included in all stages except for

I' expendable lower stages in two-stage systems.

One important point is to be noted with regard to vehicle cost

optimization. In some cases it is found that two-stage vehicles have

lower operating costs than do single-stage vehicles. In order to min-

I' imize vehicle R&D costs, and to take advantage of learning, it is

usually attractive to make the two stages as nearly identical as pos-

I sible, differing perhaps only in the number of engines. In this work,

staging velocities were sought which yielded equal (within 1%)
• |propellant-mass stages; if this criterion was met, the total vehicle

R&D cost was set equal to that of the more compiex of the two stages

involved. If lower operating or total transportation program costs

were achieved at some other staging velocity (as does happen at very

high AV requirements), each stage was charged with its full R&D pro-

j gram.

112



I In using the computer program developed, one must specify the
payload desired, the propulsion type utilized, the staging being used,

whether a stage is reusable or expendable, and the EOS costs and

other variables that may be involved. As output, the calculations
give vehicle weight, total 10-year transportation program costs forJ• arbitrary traffic levels that may be selected, and average Cperating

costs per pound for the number of missions specified.1'
B. PERFORMANCE PARAMETERS

Certain performance specifications are of particular importance
to this analysis. The first of these, propellant specific impulse,

is shown in Fig. 1. This figure shows the estimated specific impulses

of oxygen/hydrogen and fluorine/hydrogen propulsion systems at the

15,000-lb-thrust level as a function of area ratio; the data for the

curves are from Ref. 11. Note that by going to very high area ratios,

high-performance oxygen/hydrogen and fluorine/hydrogen propulsion sys-

.1• tems are possible. Calculations made in the course of this work sug-

gested that area ratios as high as 400:1, in spite of the weight pen-

] alty,* are attractive on a cost basis. Three selected points are

shown as being representative of current 02 /H2 (57:1), advanced 02/H2

(400:1), and F2 /H2 (400:1). Standardized 15,000-lb-thrust engines

were assumed to be used, singly or in multiples, to keep engine de-

velopment costs to a minimum.

Propellant mass fraction is the other prime variable in stage

performance calculations. Propellant mass fraction is a measure of
stage efficiency; it is defined as M p/(M + Mi) where Mi is the mass

of inert accompanying the mass Mp of the propellant. The mass frac-.

tion results from the computer-generated designs are given in Fig. 2.

(These are nominal or baseline design values, the influence of deyia-

j tions from Imp (Fig. 1) and mass fraction values will be shown later

for one class of problem.) The mass fraction curves as a function of

I Space basing largely removes any geometric constraints.
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I stage weight are shown for expendable and reusable single-stage sys-

tems utilizing either fluorine/hydrogen, advanced oxygen/hydrogen or
3 I conventional oxygen/hydrogen propulsion systems. A thrust,-to-weight

ratio of approximately 0.3, found to be near optimum in preliminary

studies, is used as a guide to seloct the nearest integral number of
1 15,000-lb-thrust engines. The curves have been smoothed through the

actual minor step changes resulting from changes in numbers of engines.

1 500
J

1•"I 490
U

I .O MR. =12
S.M.R. = 14 (SELECTED)

Z 480 _

InL

U 7_ _C M.1R. =5.5
:Z 220 -F Ai M. R. 6.0 (SELECTED)-

LU

U4 46

jft-LuJ">- 460 \ , : . f ,t
>,

1qC

450

* RL IOA-3-3, (SELECTED)
440PC = 400 psia

-"M-'M.R. 5.0 DATA COURTESY OF

PRATT AND WHITNEY AIRCRAFT
4 (REF. 11)

40 60 100 200 400 1000

NOZZLE AREA EXPANSION RATIO

FIGURE I. Estimated Performance of 15-kib Thrust Propulsion Systems
Versus Nozzle Area Ratio
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The fluorine stages haves a higher mass fraction than the oxygen

Zl 2

i[ stages because of greater average propellant: density. The reusable

I stages have a slightly lower mass fraction than the expendable stages

because ofj the 'requirement for additional insulation and meteoroid1,' protection. Three points are given for "existing" stages; these stages

howeve•' have• been "adjusted"1 in propulsion weight to a uniform thrust-

:lI to-weight of ;0.3•to be cornsistent with the basis used in thecuvs

they have not been adjusted in terms of structural load requirements,

i which woull be lower (resulting in higher mass fraction) for stages

1&

' that do not have to pass through the atmosphere.

i Table 1 provides a summary of selected values used in the study.

The orbital propellant facility is assumed to be in a harmonic orbit
Sat, 263-nmi altitude and 3]...5-deg inclination. The EQS delivery costs

,.415
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I are parameterized from $50 to $1000/lb. The different 15,000-lb-thrust
engines for the orbit-to-orbit shuttle are assumed ro deliver either

445 sec, 469.5 or 482.5 sec, as plotted earlier (Fig. 1). Some sample

cost estimates are shown for the engines and for the two types of stages

of interest.* A nominal research and development (R&D) cost of $50
million is assumed for the current 02 /H2 engine to give it reuse capa-

r bility; the new 0 2/H2 engine is estimated to required $215 million and

I the F2 /H2 engine $270 million for development. The first unit cost of
each engine is assumed to be $280,000. The expendable and reusable

i single-stage vehicles whose costs are listed are capable of delivering

10,000 1h to 13,450 ft/sec impulsive velocity equivalent (one way to

I lunar orbit). The reusable vehicle is about twice as large and costs
about 10% more to develop and about 20% more to buy. A learning curve
slope of 90% is assumed throughout.

I

IoI

As is discussed in the Appendix (q.v.), hardware (tankage) and
engine cost figures used herein are lower than current experience
might suggest. Improved tankage fabrication techniques are now
known which make the projected costs for tankage appear readily

I achievable. Engine cost reductions to the levels shown may be
more difficult to achieve, but a doubling of engine costs would
aftecr vehicle costs by only about 10%. Some effects of doublingj of all hardware costs are shown in Section V.

16



I TABLE 1. SELECTED VALUES

ORBITAL PROPELLANT FACILITY ORBIT

263 nm x 31.50

EARTH-TO-ORBIT SHUTTLE (EOS) DELIVERY COSTS

'[ $50 TO $1000 PER LB

STANDARD ENGINES:

]I THRUST: 15,000 LBF

LIFE (MAXIMUM) 10 HR

WT, MIXTURE FIRST UNIT
TYPE PERFORMANCE LB RATIO COST, SM R&D COST, SM

CURRENT O2/t'2 445 sec S00 5:1 0.28 50

::ADVANCED 02/H-1 40~.5 see 350 6:1 0.28 215

ADVANCED F/H 2  482.5 sec 350 14:1 0.28 270

STAGE THRUST-TO-WEIGHT • 0.3 (NORMALLY)

TYPICAL VEHICLE DATA (10,000 LB PAYLOAD, 13,450 FT/SEC, ADVANCED 0 2 /H 2 )

VEHICLE GROSS WT, LB R&D COST, SM FIRST UNIT COST, SM

EXPENDABLE SINGLE STAGE 22,221 330 2.91

REUSABLE SINGLE STAGE 45,106 365 3.53

LEARNING CURVE SLOPE: 90%

I1
17
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i V. MISSION STUDY PROCEDURE AND RESULWS

A. MISSION STUDY PROCEDURE--BASELINE DESIGN CONDITIONS

The procedure utilized in the following is one of selecting cer-

I tain baseline conditions that seem reasonable (or at least plausible)
and then, by use of the computer program, studying the effects of
changes along the various dimensions. These baseline conditions se-
lected for the two principal cases are summarized in Table 2. The

geostationary mission is a special case of the cargo-carrying vehicles,

as no payload is returned.

j TABLE 2. BASELINE DESIGN CONDITIONS

Co•r3n

Advanced 02 /H2 propulsion

$100/lb EOS costs
10-hr first-stage engine life, if reused (typically 20-25 flights,

with 50-flight maximum, varying with AV and thrust-to-weight
ratio)

20-flignt life for reusable second stages (thrust-to-weight
quantized near 0.3)

Unmanned Cargo Vehicles

10,000-lb payload, no payload returned
100 fliglhts in total program

SSingle enginl burn (no boil-off losses)

Manned Lunar Explor'ation System

10,000 lb returned each trip from lunar surface
Variable outbound payload; payloads fully divisible
Separate vehicles for lunar lander and orbit-to-orbit transfer
Lunar lander uses same propulsion technology as orbital transfer

vehicle
Boil-off losses included for the transfer vehicle
20 reuses for lunar lander

1
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4 - B. CARGO-CARRYING VEHICLES

The first mission studied was the cargo-carrying mission with no

payload return requirement, considering AV requirement to be an arbi-

trary parameter and considering the effects of configuration choice

and EOS costs, etc. Each AV assumes z new vehicle design, i.e., these

calculations are for "rubber" vehicles.

Figure 3 provides an overview of the operating cost results of

this portion of the study; additional plots will follow to show fur-

ther details of the relationships. In Fig. 3 the operating costs are

shown for various configurations in those specific regions where the

particular configuration gives minimum operating cost. Almost cer-

tinaly, the most important point to be noted from Fig. 3 is that,

over a very wide range, the operating costs of the preferred config-

urations are almost proportional to EOS costs. Thus, reductions in

cost to low earth orbit will proportionately decrease transportation

costs for higher energy space missions. This point is discussed fur-

there in Section VI.

Up to approximately escape velocity, the single-stage reusable

vehicle (Rl) provides the lowest costs. Depending on EOS costs, a

two-stage reusable vehicle (RlR2) or a single-sLage expendable ve-

hicle (El) provides somewhat reduced costs in the AV region near

escape velocity (sree the dotted 10% penalty lines). The single-stage

expendable vehicle appears as the lowest-cost configuration in only a

small regime; however, it is competitive within 10% over a wide range

of conditions with the next preferred configuration--a reusable-first,

expendable-second-stage vehicle.

The slight operating cost advantage of the preferred configura-

tion is evident from the large area enclosed by the lO-percent-dif-

ference dotted lines; it is also evident in the almost indiscernible

change in slope across the boundaries where the preferred configura-I tion changes. In these overlapping regimes, quite obviously, the

choice of configuration will not be made purely on an operating cost

basis. Total program costs will also enter and some discussion of

tthis relationship will follow; one might expect, however, a predi-

lection toward single stages for reliability reasons if the penalty

is not too great.
19
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I In examining Fig. 3; note that the left-hand intercept is1 approx-
imately* at the EOS delivery cost; at this zero AV value, the entire

cost for reusable systems isvessentially that of'carrying the payload

to earth orbit. As the AV increases, more and more propellant andi

' hardware must be carried to orbit f'or each pound of payload, increasing

the cost. Eventually the round-trip AV requirement becomes large

enough to appioach the limits 'of single-stage capability, and at about

10,000 ft/sec (with the assumed 02/H2 propulsion system) either ex-

'pendable' single-stage or two-stage reusable vehicles becbme'attractive;

with still ligher AV's, the twq-stage configurations with :the upper

stage or'both stages expendable are preferred.

• In prqparing FPg. 3 it was necessary to find the proper staging

velocity for the t.. o-sta•ge configurations. It was noted in Section III
'thatR&Dcosts equal' to those of the more expensive stage were a~ssumed

if the propellant weights in ehe two stages were equal. In most capes'I'
use of this criteriqn led to minimum total program costs; inaddition,

as operating costs are not sensitive to staging velocity, it was found

that this criterion also led to near-minimuin operating costs. However,

at vert high AV requirements, the penalties assoclatdd with equal

staijrin become severe so that it was necessary to determine an appro-
priate cost-minimized staging velopity (which in principle will be

different v.ien minimizing total program costs than when minimizing

operating costs and will vary wit•h EOS costs). In general, it was

found that equal weight stages were fully satisfactory'for the ElE2

"configuration up to 15,000 fps but penalties were hardly appreciable

(3%) even at 28,000 fps; with RIE2, penalties did not become appreci-

able until higher velocities (no penalty at 28;223 fps; 6.5% at 34,455

fps). For RIR2 configurationsi, operating osets were near minimum (2%)

for equal weight stages up to about,15,000 fps; total'program costs

were still a minimym, (at $100/lb EOS costs) at 17,818 fps.
I

The intercept is not precisely at the EdS value with prodedures used
here for it is assumed that one engine and guidance system are needed
even for infinitesimal AV requirements; with reusable systems, the
cost is'negligibiy above the EOS value, but with expendable s'ystems
the intercept is considerably above the EOS value,
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I The relationships between the various configurations will become
clearer on examining Figs. 4-6. In these figures gross weight (less

payload) in low earth orbit (Fig. 4), operating costs (Fig. 5), and

total program costs (Fig. 6) are shown for the various configurations.
* Several configurations are included on these plots that did not show

up as minimum operating cost systems and hence did not appear on Fig.
3. These include the expendable-first/reusable-second (ElR2) and theI reusable stage with two drop tanks (RI + 2DT). The ElR2 configuration
appears in two modes--an equal propellant weight mode, and a mode where

>1 the second stage imparts no velocity to the payload, but does return
the guidance equipment. The Rl + 2DT configuration assumes tank drop-{ jpage at the destination velocity.

In Fig. 4, the initial vehicle-associated mass in earth orbit is

I shown for the various configurations. Weights are given over a •V re-

gime starting roughly at escape velocity. Again each configuration

u accelerates 10,000 lb to the added velocity plotted; with the excep-

tion of the two ElR2 classes, the plot is for minimum operating cost

stages or, for most cases of interest, for equal-propellant-weight

Sstages. From thi.s figure it can be seen that the vehicles increase

in weight with velocity requirement and generally decrease in gross

Sweight with increased staging and expendability, as would be expected.

Also, as expected, the single-stage reusable vehicle increases most

:1 rapidly in size with velocity requirement.

Expected operating costs of the different configurations at a

j single EOS cost ($100/1b) are shown in Fig. 5. The regime below es-

cape is not shown as it is dominated by the single-stage reusable ve-
I hicle. Note now that those vehicles which were among the heaviest in

1 Fig. 4 tend to have the lowest operating costs, obviously because the

hardware is being reused, until the stages get very large. Above

about 14,250 ft/sec (up to 32,500 fps) the RlE2 configuration vehicle

has the lowest operating costs as was shown in Fig. 3; however, in the

regime shown in Fig. 5, it is clear that little is gained by the more

complex RlE2 over the simpler single-stage expendable.
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Note further that the gross-weight-to-payload-weight ratios for
I the reusable systems (derived from Fig. 4) are very nearly equal to

the ratio of total operating cost to EOS cost (computed from Fig. 5).
For example, for Rl at 14,000 fps, the ratio of total initial mass in
orbit to payload _s (54,000 + i0,000)/10,000 or 6.4; the operating

1' Jcost ratio is 580/100 or 5.8. The two-stage reusable vehicle has a
total/payload weight ratio of 6.1 at 15,000 fps (Fig. 4); the cost
ratio is 5.8 (Fig. 5). Operating costs for resuable systems are

I nearly proportional to EOS costs and thus insensitive to uncertain-
ties in hardware cost correlations, although they would be sensitive

to weight uncertainties. For expendable systems the ratios derived
from Figs. 4 and 5 are, of course, not equal: for El at 14,000 fps,f Ithe weight ratio is 3.4 but the cost ratio is 5.4. The operating
costs of expendable systems are sensitive to both hardware costs and
weight uncertainties. (These factors will be illustrated later in

the section for single-stage systems.)
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I FIGURE 5. Operating Costs of Various Accelerator Stages DeliveringEa
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FIGURE 6. Total Program Costs for Various Accelerator Stages Delivering 10,000 lb
'[ (100 Flights, Advanced O/H 2 Propulsion, $100/lb EOS)

if' In addition to operating costs, totaj., transportation program
costs are of interest as a function of velocity increment. Total

[ program costs of course vary with size of programs*; for illustra-
tive purposes, the baseline $100 EQS cost, 100-flight program (each

I flight delivering 10,000 lb to the indicated AV) is assumed and totalJ costs are plotted in Fig. 6, again emphasizing the rather narrow re-
S, gions above escape wherein crossovers of most interest occur. Note

ICC[Z

[ Where expendable vehicles are permissible, the greater development
costs of reusable vehicles must be recovered by savings in opera-.•- ting costs. This factor will favor expendable vehicles for small
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I that the two-stage reusable vehicle has lower total program costs than

does the single-stage reusable even near escape where operating costs

"are equal (Firr. 5) due to the reduced stage size and hence reduced R&D

cost with a two-stage (equal-propellant) configuration. The same ef-

I fect enters in comparing RlE2 and El. The two-stage expendable ve-

hicles cost more than the single-stage expendables however, apparently

p because of the now much poorer mass fractions at these small stage

sizes and the associated inefficiencies involved with use of the fixed-

thrust engines that have been assumed.

Figures 5 and 6 were plcted from calculations assuming $100/lb

EOS costs. At higher EOS costs the relative positions would change

somewhat, as can be inferred from Fig. 3; at higher EOS costs reusa-

bility becomes less attractive; the cost of transporting to orbit the

greater propellant requirement of the reusable stage tends to outweigh

the hardware cost savings obtained through reusability. This point

was further investigated making-use of the assumption (as already

noted) that in spite of the apparent cost savings that might be uti-

lized in some regimes through use of two-stage vehicles, a bias to-

ward the single-stage options would be expected from a reliability

standpoint. Consequently, the specific tradeoffs of reusability

versus expendability for single-stage vehicles were computed, with

results shown in Fig. 7. In Fig. 7 the boundaries separating the

domains in which expendability or reusability gi.ves the lower operating

costs and total program costs are shown as a function of AV require-

I• ment; above the lines, expendable vehicles are preferred, and below

the lines, reusable vehicles. The boundaries are, of course, lines of

*• equal cost. Four lines are shown, one each for the operating costs and

the total transportation program costs for vehicles delivering, re-
X spectively, 10,000 lb (100 flights) and ICC,000 lb (10 flights) each

trip for a total mass delivered of one million pounds in each case.

Three observations are to be noted from this plot. First of all, as

I the velocity requirement increases, the EOS delivery cost must drop

in order to justify reusable vehicles. This is consistent with the

I observation made earlier from Fig. 3. Second, a reusable vehicle can
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be justified to a higher value of EOS costs on the basis of operating

costs than on the basis of total transportation program costs. Fi-

nally, as the payload size increases, at constant total mass deliv-

ered, the advantage of reusability decreases.

The above effects (Fig. 7) can be explained 'qualitatively. Re-
usable stages, being considerably larger than expendable stages and

using more propellant, involve greater delivery costs to low earth

orbit even though they yield lower per-flight hardware'cosý-s because

of reuse; therefore an upper limit is set for the EOS costs for break-

even by the difference in per-flight hardware costs. As the velocity

requirement increases, the weight difference grows faster than the

hardware cost difference and the break-even EOS cost must! diminish as

"shown in the figure. At the larger 100,000-lb payload size, the re-

usable vehicle enjoys a smaller improvement in mass fraction overthe

expendable vehicle (Fig. 2) than it does at the smaller 10,000-lb pay-

load size, and therefore has a proportionately higher difference in

weight and, hence, lower break-even EOS costs. When the difference in

nonrecurring costs is included, to give the comparative value of total

transportation program costs, an additional penalty is levied against

the reusable vehicle and an even lower break-even EOS cost is required.

Figure 8 provides some information on the sensitivity of results

such as those of Fig. 7 to the cost correlations and the values of

I and mass fraction used. Four curves are shown, each defining the
sp

boundary between reusability-preferred and expendability-preferred

domains under different conditions for single-stage vehicles. The

"second curve from the right is the baseiline curvb from Fig. 7. The

* farthest right curve shows the effects of doubling the stage hardware

U 'cost over the values derived from the correlations; the break-even

EOS cost is essentially doubled. As would be expected, increased

hardware costs make reusable vehicles more actractive. The effects

of a 10-sec decrease in I for both stages, shown on the line justspS I' to the left of the baseline curve, are seen to be insignificant. The

1 28
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f farthest left curve shows effects of an increase in 1200 lb of inert*

(costed as guidance equipment) for the reusable stage without corre-

J sponding change in the expendable stage. A significant effect can be

noted, greatly reducing (by about a factor of two) the EOS delivery

cost below which the reusable vehicle becomes attractive.

The general question of how the various configurations vary in

- size and cost with payload is also of interest but one that is not

discussed in depth here. However, gross weight data, using baseline

conditions, were computed for the different configurations as a func-

tion of payload size for a particular case ir, which all vehicles were

capable of 13,450 ft/bec equivalent impulsive velocity. Results,

normalized on a payload ratio basis, are given in Fig. 9. Equal

weight stages were utilized for two-stage configurations. The growth

factor is defined as the ratio of the growth in vehicle (less pay-

C "load) weight to the growth in payload from a baseline 10,000 lb. The

two-stage reusable vehicle is seen to involve the smallest normalized

growth factor, i.e., the smallest growth in vehicle size for an in-

crease in payload. This plot indicates that for a 10-fold increase

in payload in the two-stage reusable vehicle there is only a 6.5-fold

increase in vehicle weight. For a single-stage expendable vehicle,

however, the 10-fold increase in payload requires an 8.7-fold increase

in vehicle weight. The ratio changes little beyond the 100,000-lb-

paylod level except for the single-stage re sable vehicle, the re-

sults for which may or may not be realistic as they are beyond the

4 !

Reusable systems may indeed involve such penalties if complete
V redundancy and autonomous navigation, etc. are utilized. NASA

(Ref. 12) has indicated that the Fig. 2 mass fraction values
for vehicles below the 100,000-lb class are 0.03 and 0.05 higher
(consistent with a 1200-lb weight difference) than their studies

Sare estimating. Part of the difference may be due to difference
in ground rules, i.e., in unmanned space-basing (unconstrained
in size) versus manned vehicles with alternative ground- or space-

t basing constrained to specific EOS cargo bays. Note (Fig. 8),
however, that possible optimism in the hardware weight of re-
usable vehicles tends to balance possible optimism in the costs

j of expendable vehicles.11 30
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j• region on which the correlations were based. (According to the cor-

relations used, at tank sizes approaching those of the single-stage

million-lb-payload reusable vehicle, better mass fractions are achieved

with dual or multiple tanks than with single tanks.)

"The question of the desirability of advanced propulsion was also

investigated for the single-stage configuration; it will also be ex-

amined for the other missions in later sections. As noted earlier,

it is assumed that 15-klb-thrust current oxygen/hydrogen propulsion
systems are, or can be, available, eithar with no development costs

if expendable, or with $50 million in development costs if reusable.

Also, advanced oxygen/hydrogen engines of 15-klb thrust are estimated

to require $215 million, and advanced fluorine/hydrogen $270 million

for development, whether reusable or expendable. On an operating cost

basis, it is clear that the higher performing systems will always in-

volve lower operating costs, even with fluorine, since an EOS cost of

$100/lb will completely mask the cost of propellant, and higher per-

formance implies less propellant required. The advantages of advanced

propulsion systems will increase with stage velocity requirements, and

as a consequence will be greater for reusable than for expendable sys-

tems. If the program is large enough, i.e., if enough flights are

made, the savings in operating costs will eventually pay off the extra

development cost. This point will be illustrated in the next section

for the lunar mission.

A crossover of advanced versus current propulsion system costs will
also occur as a function of velocity requirement at a given program size

and EOS cost. This propulsion system c ossover is shown for reusable

single-stage vehicles and for expendable single-stage vehicles in Fig.

1C where, again using baseline values, total transportation costs for

a 100-flight program with 10,000-lb payload each flight are plotted for

current and advanced 02/H 2 and advanced F2 /H2 systems as functions of

velocity increment. It is clear from this plot that a crossover between

current and advanced systems occurs at this program size and EOS costs

for the reusable vehicles at about 3.4,000 ft/sec (or lunar-orbit re-

quirement) but that very high velocity increments (greater than 21,000
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ft/sec) are required before advanced propulsion would involve lower

total costs for this hypothetical million pound delivery program with

expendable vehicles. At higher EOS costs, the advantages'of advanced,

propulsion would, of course, be increased.
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j ! C. LUNAR AND GEOSTATIONARY MISSION ,STUDIES

1. Mission Requirements

Minimum'lunar-Orbit and geostatiohary-orbit energy requirements,

are quite similar, as shown in Table 3. Time requirendents are,, of

"course, di'fferent by about a factor of 12, for the' two missions. In

addition, phasing requirements enter into the lunar-orbit-rendezvous

ST ' ,mission whlch affect either total energy or ,totalitime between trips.
The velocity requireients for the lunar mission in Table 3 correspond

rto 3-day transfer time and an 18-day stay time, in lunar orbit typical

J of the lunar-orbit rendezvous mode of lunar exploration.

S2, Lunar Exploration

Turning first to studies of the manned lunar exploration mission,
A it was assumed that an extensive lunar exploration program is to be

carried out but the total magnitude of, this piogram is not known at,

the beginnidg of the effort. It was further assumed that 10,000 lb,

possibly a manned capsule plus moon samples, etc., are to be return~d

each trip ftom the lunar surface back to earth' orbit.

There are a number of modes by which lunar exploration can be ac-

complished,'involving rendezvous and/or staging at various energy

j 1points in the earth-moon space, various expendable/reusable optibns,

and undoubtedly various optima in stage commonality to minimize to'tal

R&D costs. IA complete study of these options is beyond the scope of

this work. However, two modes have been investigated in some detail.

The first of the~se, lunar-orbit rendezvous, is similar to the mode
I Iused in current APOLLO flights, except that in this cape the lunar

lander is reusable and'iS refueled but not delivered, each time by the
vehicle which goes between earth and lunar orbits. Thb second mode,

illustrated because it 'is a less familiar concept (Fig. 11), assumes

"that the tpanslunar injection vehicle is put in a free-return (to low

earth orbit) trajectory around the moon, again with a separate lunar

lander., The lunar lander in the first case performs rendezvous with

the earth-to-lunar orbit vehicle while in lunar orbit and the second

4 Iwith the vehicle during its'descent from the earth-moon null pqint to
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TABLE 3. LUNAR AND GEOSTATIONARY MISSION DATA

Initial EOS Parking Orbit 263 nmi x 31.5 deg

Geostationary Mission

Characteristic velocity requirements
-. (each way, from parking orbit)

-"Geostationary Orbit Transfer 7,888 fps (perigee)
(including optimum split of
plane change)

Circularization 6,003 fps (apogee)

TOTAL 13,891 fps

Lunar Orbit Mission

Lunar-Orbit Rendezvous

Translunar injection 10,466 fps

Lunar orbit insertion 3,000 fps

TOTAL to lunar orbit 13,466 fps

Descent from lunar orbit to 6,000 fps
surface

TOTAL to lunar surface 19,466 fps

Translunar (and transearth) 3 days

coast time

Lunar orbit stay time 18 days

Free-Return Rendezvous

Translunar injection 10,466 fps

Direct lunar descent 9,000 fps

TOTAL to lunar surface 19,466 fps

All Missions:

1 Thrust parallel with velocity vector
for g-loss estimates

Velocity losses as given in the Appendix
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its lunar periapsis (perilune) in the free-return trajectory. Although

the split is different, total velocity requirements for these two modes

f[ to the lunar surface are essentially the same and for purposes here

have been assumed to be identical.

I F Iq-,45FER OF CARGO 12 h,, SEPARATIONS ~ REGION

EARTH-MOONSHUTTLE RENDEZVOU5 LUNAR LANDER

or REGION EO S
..... (PERIAPSI$)

EART H/MO ON M•OO N

NULL POINT

FIGURE 11. Free-Return Rendezvous Schematic (Not to Scale)

In addition to questions of rendezvous mode, the lunar explora-

tion study involved questions of preferred configuration and optimum

sizing, both of which would be expected to vary with EOS cost. The

"approach was to select two simple configurations (the single-stage

and the stage-and-one-half) for the translunar injection vehicle and
".1 carry out a sizing study. Other configurations ,nd effects of EOS

costs and propulsion choice we.re then investigated at the vehicle size

"I1~ level selected. Pr9liminary calculations showed that of the two simple

configurations studied, the single-stage vehicle was preferred for the

free-return rendezvous mode and the stage-and-one-half for the lunar-

orbit rendezvous mode.

Using this choice of configurations, total transportation program

'I costs in the two modes were determined as a function of vehicle size

for different traffic rates to the lunar surface. The lunar lander

,I was sized to match the outbound payload-plus-propellant capacity of

the translunar vehicle and the 10,000-lb return requirement. Results
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j are shown in the next two figures. In Fig. 12 total 10-year trans-

portation costs versus outbound payload capacity per flight are shown

J at several different trarfic levels: 30,000 lb/yr, 100,000 lb/yr,
300,000 lb/yr, and 1,000,000 lb/yr to the lunar surface. A minimum

bound in vehicle size is set at which 10,000 lb are taken out and
10,000 lb returned each trip. The most interesting observation about

Fig. 12 is that a minimum-cost regime exists at about 58,000 lb of
payload to the lunar surface (= 100,000 lb to lunar orbit) with little

dependence on program size. Figure 13, for the free-return rendezvous
mode, shows virtually the same result. Careful intercomparison of

Fig. 12 and Fig. 13 will show that the free-return mode is slightly
(a few percent) less expensive than the lunar-orbit mode. Further-

more, the free-return rendezvous mode appears to have some attractive

characteristics in terms of safety and ease of plane change. (An
interesting third alternative exists, not pursued further here, in
which the "translunar" vehicle and the lunar lander are the same size

and the rendezvous orbit is a highly eccentric earth orbit rather

than a lunar orbit.)

The plots in Figs. 12 and 13 also show the interesting result that
an ambitious lunar program involving 300,000 lb/yr to the lunar surface

:j for 10 years could be carried out utilizing either approach for only

about $300,000,000 per year (about the cost of one APOLLO flight) in
transportation costs, including amortizing the development cocts over

10 years, if the EOS cost is $100 per pound. Essentially, it costs 10

[ times as much to put material on the moon, with this propulsion tech-

nology and at this payload return quantity, as it does to deliver

material to earth orbit. Obviously if the EOS cost were higher, the

total transportation cost would be higher (almost proportionotely so).

Returning now to the configuration question, the cost penalties

I associated with use of the simpler one- and one-and-a-half-stage con-

figurations instead of two-stage transfer vehicles were determined.

I The procedure used was to consider the various configurations on a
cost basis, computing only the costs associated with the transfer

3
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vehicle, but with all vehicles delivering the same payload to the same
AV for comparison. The procedure was thus somewhat simplified overthe procedures used in preparing Figs. 12 and 13, i.e., boil-off and
certain other losses were assumed to be equal for the different con-
figurations, so that results, which are presented in Table 4, are notprecisely comparable with results in Figs. 12 and 13. The results in
Table 4 should, however, be internally comparable.

5 0 
1 1"- 

-1-- 1 I ! I I I.

EQUAL OUTBOUND AND RETURN PAYLOADS

"0 
SELECTED REFERENCE PAYLOAD -!

0

C

.0 
TRAFFIC (klb/yr)

I0-

S10 . .... .TO 
LUN AR SURFACE

0
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01 0

Z 

30 
OO~R& D

0
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ADVANCED O2 /H 2 PROPULSION
0 

EOS COST $100/lbREUSABLE STAGE WITH TWO DROP
TANKS PLUS LUNAR LANDER

0. 10 100 Ibo
PAYLOAD CAPACITY, klb, PER FLIGHT TO LUNAR SURFACE

S7.1-71-16 WITH 10,000 lb RETURNED TO LOW EARTH ORBIT

FIGURE 12. Total 10-Year Transportation Program Costs Using
Lunar-Orbit Rendezvous
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I-I
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0.10 1 1- TO1 1U A 1SURFACE1 1 1111
1 0100 1000

PAYLOAD CAPACITY, k1b, PER FLIGHT TO LUNARSUFC
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FIGURE 13. Total 10-Year Transportation Program Costs Using
Free-Return Rendezvous

j The data in Table 4 show total transportation program costs (ex-
cluding lunar lander costs) and per-mission costs for 18 flights, each

r delivering 58,000 lb to the lunar surface (approximately 1,000,000 lb
I total) and each returning 10,000 lb to low earth orbit. The lowest

cost configuration at each EOS cost for each rendezvous mode is under-
: j lined. Note that, in general, the two-stage reusable vehicle (the two

stages having the same propellant weight) provides lowest costs, but

I that these costs are, at $100/lb or more, within 12% of the transportation
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program costs of the single stage in the free-return rendezvous mode

and within 13% of the reusable vehicle with drop tanks in the lunar-

orbit rendezvous mode, with per-mission costs diverging to a lesser

degree. The differences decrease on a percentag. ,sis with higher

EOS costs. Note that at very high EOS costs, the use of a large ex-

pendable stage and a small reusable stage purely for payload and guid-

ance equipment return becomes attractive. Whether the cost savings

of two-stage vehicles would justify their greater complexity would

need to be determined by in-depth study.

TABLE 4. CONFIGURATION COST COMPARISONS FOR LUNAR EXPLORATION

T L'iNAR-O~ETT~ •F'NFZV'7 •a ___

[ OS R1 - Rl.,?r " 1
COSt -TPc OCP1 TPC OCON TPM OT4 TM,

- 0 1092 24.1- 102f, 22.1? ti(' 20. 4- 3 -1 1.-.,, 51 24.

100 1512 47.50 1373 _41.45 121': 39.98 124C .,42.77

200 2554 94.24 2067 80.02 1918 79.07 !'IMI •1.2, 202 T 7

500 4878 234.48 410 19'. 73 4029 196. 31 ?97"! 14 .90

1000 908$ 4t'8.19 7o.21 389ý.'7 7',,7 30_~ K11  - 4.*72" 371. C,

PFCE-RETURN rN PEZV-YISd

E0^ R- R1,-2I7T 1 RR2 -lui 2oVIR.

TP(' OCPN TPC' 0CP71 rTPC.ITP

so 92r 19.82 951 20.74 prS o9.0pe 1nt'7 22.w1 ii n1 23.o7

100 1272 19.04 1278 3. 1136 37.26 118 3 41.1,0 1302 41.40

200 1964 77.49 1934 7c . 3i, 1792 73.71 1', 1. 77. 1Z 1"4'4 77.01

500 4041 19?.81, 390 1 1b4. Q 37C0 183.04 '7q.1 L, ..76 iA70 1'4.: cý

1000 7502 385.11 717R 5r66ý.72 7040 36S.2) 704' Jý(.70 70"o 5(24

aA 2 14,070 fps, including 30ý's

hetwo staq.es have the samc- propellant weight-, minimizinq Rf'! cost, ex"'pr for

EIR2', where the second stage is u:ed only for the return trip. Costs are based
on 18 flights deliverinq 59,000 ib to lunar surlace and returning 10,000 1b

each trip, with aid ot lunar lander. Costs asso-iated with dcevelopment and
emplacement of the lunar lander are not included: these are larger for the

free-return rendezvous than lor thc lurar-orbit rendezvois mode.

Underlines denote lowest v-lues.
dAV - 10,860 ip', Mrcludlrng 10-1-t.
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The advanced propulsion question was also considered for the
lunar mission case; i.e., the size of program,needed to justify ad-

vanced propulsion development for this mission was of interest. In

Fig. 14, total transportation program costs for vehicles utilizing ýhe

lunar-orbit rendezvous mode (which is more demanding from a propulsion

standpoint), all delivering an optimal 58,000 lb to the lunar surface,

are plotted versus the total payload delivered. In this case, ad-

vanced oxygen/hydrogen propulsion brings the total Drogram cost lower

than conventional oxygen/hydrogen after a tQtal payload of about

1.000,000 lb has been delivered (approximately 18 trips) to the lunar

surface. Fluorine/hydrogen crosses at a lower value, at about 500,000

lb (8-9 trips) delivered. This is because, according to the cost cor-

relations used, the fluorine/hydrogen vehicles*' have a lower R&D cost

due to their smaller size at constant payload per tri than does the

advanced oxygen/hydrogen system.

3. Geostationary Mission Studies

The geostationary mission studies involved determination of oper-

ating costs for different vehicle configurations, payload sizes, and

program sizes; in addition, effects of off-loading and of advanced

propulsion were studied. The rationale for considering only operating

costs was that the geostationary mission would likely be only one of

a number of missions which the space-based vehiclecould carry out;

hence total program costs could not be ascribed to this mission alone.
I

- The first factor investigated was the effect of program size, as-

suming 10,000 lb per trip, one-way payloads, advanced 02/1H2 propuision,

and $100/lb EOS costs. Results are shown in Fig. 15 for eight con-[ figurations. The greater effects of learning on thp expendable ve-

hicles as compared to reusable vehicles are to be noted. Note that

over a wide range of traffic levels, the two-stage reusable vehicle

provides the lowest operating costs; at very large traffic levels, the

reusable first-expendable second stage provides lowest operating costs.

The lunar lander in this case also uses F2 /H2 .I 41.
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FIGURE 14. Total 10-Year Transportation Program Costs Versus Program1 :Size for Different Propulsion Systems

STurning now to the program size used in earlier portions of this

report (106 ib), it was of interest to determine operating costs as a

function of iayload size. In doing this only fou- configurations were

I studieo, the simple stages R1 and El, the drop tank reusable, and the

lowest cost but more complex RlR2. Results are shown in Fig. 16.
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I Again, now over a wide range of payload sizes, the two-stage reusable

vehicle provides the lowest operating costs, with the single-stage ex-

pendable becoming slightly lower in cost at large payload sizes. The

two-stage reusable vehicle utilizes much more propellant than does the

single-stage expendable, and would involve greater development costs;
it could however, of course also be used to bring payload back from

high orbits.

The question of costs of off-loaded vehicles is also an important

one when actual programs with various sized payloads are being con-

sidered. When a payload less than the design capacity of a fixed ve-

hicle is to be delivered, an economical practice is to load only that

fraction of the capacity of the propellant required to perform the

mission, thereby reducing somewhat the costs incurred in delivering

the propellant to orbit via the EOS. The operating costs resulting

from use of this off-loading process for reduced payload are shown in

Fig. 17, for cwo configurations--the expendable single stage and the

reusable stage plus drop tanks, both using advanced 02 /H2 propulsion.

Two oft-loaded fixed vehiclc3 having 10,000- and 30,000-lb design pay-

load capabilities are compared with "rubber" vehicles.

Note from Fig. 17 the considerable increase in per-pound costs as

large vehicles are used at less than capacity. Note further that the

expendable vehicle increases in cost somewhat less rapidly than does

the reusable vehicle with drop tanks. Thus, a reusable vehicle with

drop tanks capable of delivering 30,000 lb has operating costs of $710/

lb if off-loaded to deliver 10,000 lb versus $510/lb for a vehicle de-

livering its design capacity of 10,000 lb. The expendable vehicle on
the other hand has operating costs, for a 30,000-lb maximum payload
vehicle, of $565/lb at this 10,000-lb payload level, whereas the op-

timal 10,000-lb expendable vehicle has costs of $427/lb. Thus a 39%

cost increase per pound is noted with the reusable versus a 32 in-

crease for the expendable vehicle. These results suggest that vehicle

, • design capacity should be selected toward the lower end of the payload

size/frequency distribution, and that clustered small vehicles should

be used to deliver large monolithic payloads.
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Figure 18 shows operating cost trends with different propulsion

systems in this mission for the single-stage reusable vehicle:, the

configuration which gains the most from improved propulsion. Lines of
constant propellant weight are indicated to give an appreciation of

gains at constant propellant weight. Thus at 50,000 lb of propellant,

advanced F2 /H2 delivers 16,800 lb at a cost of $375/lbi advanced 02/H2

delivers 12,700 lb at a cost of $508/ib, and conventionalO 2 /H2 de-

Slivers 9100 lb at $674/lb; comparison at constant propellant volume

would, if meaningful, be even more dramatic due to the greater density

of the advanced propulsion systems. The data plotted in Fig. 17 are
very sensitive to the inert weight uncertainties.

47
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VI. CONCLUDING COMMENT"3

The conclusions 6rawn from this effort were described in Section

I. Here, only a few final comments and speculations will be offered.

As noted in the Introduction, this study ha3 been limited to ve-

hicles with a maximum of two stages, with (together) no more than two

propulsion modules. The extension of work of this type to vehicles

utilizing more conventional staging ratios, involving perhaps two par-

allel propulsion modules in a first suage, drivin4 a third module in

a second stage would be of interest; presumably lower total program

costs would result in some regimes over those developed here. Con-

figurations involving other clusters of stages could also be considered.

Ultimately, this revised approach involves consideration of what might

be done with some specific (existing or postulated) stage in terms o'

payloads and mission, an equally valid, if different, problem than the

one addressed here.

Finally, in spite of uncertainties in the projections and corre-

lations, it is clear that total transportation -osts become surpris-

ingly small even for fairly demanding missions, once the hurdle of

getting material to low earth orbit at low costs is achieved. The

figure of $300,000,000 per year (average costs for a 10-year period)

to carry 300,000 lb/yr to the lunar surface (60,000 lb out and 10,000

lb back for each of 5 trips) was noted if earth-to-orbit costs of

$100/lb can be achieved. The approximately constant cost growth fac-

tor between lunar-delivered payload and earth-orbit payload of about

10 to 1 makes the impact of low EOS costs clear. If it costs $100/lb

to earth orbit, the additional cost to the lunar surface by modes con-

sidered here is $900/lb, leading to a total ($1000/lb) that appears

to be acceptable: at $1000/lb to earth orbit, the cost growth is

49



1 •$9000/1b to the lunar surface and what appear to be totally unaccept-
able figures ($10,000/ib) result. In short, at $100/lb EOS costs,

the maintenance of a manned lunar base would not appear zo involve

excessive costs.

For interplanetary missions, the growth factors are larger than

for lunar missions. As shown in Fig. 3, the transportation costs re-

main almost directly proportional to EOS costs over the full range of

mission velocities investigated. It follows that achievement of low

cost to earth orbit will have powerful impact on the transportation

costs of space missions and eventually will reduce significantly the

resources required for such missions. In a real sense, therefore,

the achievement of low cost to earth orbit may "shrink" the solar

system in a manner reminiscent of the "shrinking" of the earth which

has resulted from low-cost jet transport.

i
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SAPPENDIX

j ADDITIONAL ASSUMPTIONS AND CORRELATIONS

H 2 boil-off = 0.025 lb/day/ft 2 of tank area

Meteoroid protection (lb/ft ) and = 0.21 \ 45 days x
insulation 2 ( a l i

Swhere 
(Propellant V "ol)0 167

-- " \~ 68,000 (

Gravity losses as a function of initial thcust/weight ratio and I
- sp

for acceleration from a l00-nmi orbit to escape or synchronous-orbit

transfer are computed as follows:

The velocity loss for injection into a transfer ellipse to

synchronous altitude is given by

AV s= (Is/445)0.31 (W /T) 2 [11. 2 - 1.13 (Wo/T) 0 "5 5]

Tloss sp L

The accompanying velocity gain at synchronous altitude due to raising

14 the altitude at which transfer velocity is attained is given by

mtv'gain =(I sp /445) 0 .27 (W0/T )2 [2.48 - 0.00072 (W0/T )2]

I The velocity loss in attaining escape velocity is given by

]•loss = (I sp/445)°'25 (WoIt)2 (76.1 - 50 (Wo/T)°' 1

S2I



jThe velocity losses for attaining velocities beyond escape are cal-
culated in terms of

Avs (_AVAV

los ~loss esc AV e sc

where

in 6V
Sx = •loss synch loss esc 0.55 in /6V

l(6Vsynch/6esc) (jynch)

For operations from 263 nmi, these losses are reduced by the factor

9263
glO0

A velocity "pad," or allowance for off-nominal performance, of 3/4 of

1 percent beyond each computed velocity increment is also included.

Weights

Contingency = 3% of dry weight

Ullage volume = 3% of propellant volume

Residuals = 1% of usable propellants

Subsystems (fre tion of dry weight) = 3% (chem)

= 1.5% (drop tanks)

T Weight Relations

Winert =Wtank + Wplumbing + Wsubsystems + Wresiduals +

"Wmain propulsion + Wthrust structure +* j Wguidance/control + Wcontingency

5
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SWhre

W tank S (2.32 + MP + 4S/10,000 ft) ( x . 20.24 lb/ft )

MP = meteoroid protection (includes insulation, see above)

S 4= 5 tank volume)2. -

Wplumbing = 0.1 lb/ft 3 of tank volume

"main propulsion* = 300 lb (current 02 /H2 )
= 350 lb (advanced 02 /H2 and F2 /H2 )

Wthrust structure = 0.0025 Tvac

Wguidance/control = 300 lb + 0.1 (Winert - Wresiduals)

S2 boil-off = 0.025 lb/day/ft 2 of tank area

Winterstage = 0.01" (sum of weight above)

Correlations

First Unit Costs (1969 dollars):

Chemical engine = 756 [T vac(lb)] 0 . 6 1 (Pc/1000 psi)0.2

Airframe = 3.078x10 3 [Waf(lb)]0.639

Subsystems = 2.4x10 4 [Wss(ib) + Wc (lb)] 0 .725

Learning curve slope = 90% (applied to individual units on
"each doublina of quantity)

Per 15-klb-thrust engine.
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S]R&D Costs (1969 dollars):

Chemical engine = 50xlO6 + 4.8xl0 6[Tvac(lb)] 0.32 (p6/ 1 0 0 0 psi)0.2 x

where B = 0, current 02/H2

-, = 1.5, advanced O2/H2

= 2.0, F2 /H 2

Airframe = 0.759 x 106 [Waf(lb) 0 . 5 7 8

Subsystems = 25 x first unit cost

Checkout Costs per flight :: 1% vehicle hardware cost

NOTE: Production and R&D cost correlations were derived princi-

pally from published contractor costs for the SATURN, TITAN, and bal-

listic missile programs. Engine and airframe R&D costs, are comparable

to those obtained from current NASA cost methodology for the Space

Shuttle showing agreement within about 10%. Hardware costs, however,

do not follow the NASA cost correlations.. The airframe production

costs have been taken to be one-quarter of NASA experience to reflect.

the new low-cost fabrication techniques expected to be used for the

Space Shuttle drop tanks. The engine production costs are also about

one-quarter of NASA predictions and about one-half of USAF experience;

it is presumed that by the 1980's rocket engine production efficiencies

will have improved by that ratio. Checkout and handling costs are
typical of Air Force practice and do not include agency overhead costs,

as would be typical of NASA practice.
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